Seven-Step Process

Sound. Defensible.

97% ESI Reduction*

BeyondReview’s visual classificaton enabled
services provide clients a complete eDiscovery and
document review solution and are delivered in an
approach that includes:
1. Collection: Forensically sound collection and
initial data processing.

Collection/Legal Hold

BeyondReview’s legal hold approach uses advanced technology to quickly and cost effectively:
•
•
•

This enables compliance with preservation holds without interrupting business and retention continuity.

2. Visual Grouping: Completes processing and
grouping of visually similar documents.
3. Assessing Groups: Attorneys assess the
potential relevance of document groups. One
objective document group decision can affect
thousands of individual documents.
4. Applying Concepts: Attorneys create and
apply concepts to determine potential
relevance of documents within assessed
groups. Only technology that offers positional
search capabilities.
5. Evaluating Sensitive Data: Attorneys identify
and consider sensitive data prior to substantive
review.
6. Conducting Substantive Review: Attorneys
review potentially relevant documents on the
review platform of choice or with
BeyondReview’s integrated review tool.
7. Document Production: Appropriate
documents as required.
BeyondReview provides all of the technology and
talent fully supported by discovery experts, project
managers and trained review attorneys.
Learn more at BeyondReview.US/approach/ or
contact us today at 1.713.547.4565.
* Aggregate Info Governance and eDiscovery Project Results,

Automate collection and retention of legal hold documents with proprietary Collector Technology.
Continue organizational content management and retention policies without the constraints of collected and
retained legal hold copies.
Accomplish defensible disposal of legal hold documents upon legal release.

Comprehensive.

Email & Attachments

BeyondReview uses the following comprehensive and defensible process to handle emails and attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Emails and attachments collected.
Attachments are grouped for analysis.
Emails deduped based on hash value and message ID and then consolidated based on EML format.
Attachments processed and assessed using visual classification technology.
Discovery concepts applied to all emails and attachments.
Potentially relevant emails and attachments exported to review tool for substantive review and QC.
Emails and attachments produced.

Fast. Accurate.

Sensitive Data Evaluation
BeyondReview’s redaction capability leverages advanced visual classification technology to evaluate
sensitive data and redact based on either word or pattern matching or on redacting certain zones within
groupings of visually-similar documents. Called BeyondRedaction, this capability includes:
1. Automated grouping of documents to allow reviewers to learn the location of sensitive data.
2. Targeted selection of sensitive data to be redacted based on either text values or page coordinates.
3. Defensible redaction of sensitive data.
This capability allows corporations to quickly and cost effectively redact sensitive data at a rate far exceeding
traditional manual redaction technologies and processes.
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Visual Classification
Technology Advantage

Key Differentiators

Beyond Other Offerings

Classify All Data Types

Four Differentiators

BeyondReview’s visual classification is the only
technology that classifies all document types
regardless of amount or quality of associated text.

BeyondReview’s new generation eDiscovery
services are the only eDiscovery services that:
1. Auto-classify by visual similarity any
document type regardless of the presence
of text.
2. Provide a complete, secure and encrypted
collection capability enabled by a
proprietary collection and storage connector
device. The connector device also serves as
a forensically sound and completely
defensible legal hold repository, allowing
organizations to continue regular disposition
of in-use files.
3. Auto-redact all document types based on
visual similarity at a rate 15 times faster than
traditional manual redaction processes.
4. Auto-classify and process by visual
similarity all email attachments while fully
maintaining family relationships.
Additionally email processing provides a
single instance email conversation chain
containing all communications without
redundancy.

Learn more about BeyondReview visual
classification at BeyondReview.US/technology/.
BeyondReview | Power. Precision. Speed.

“Integrating our proven people and processes
with a new generation of technology allows us
to deliver services from data collection through
production with power, precision and speed not
available from text-based discovery platforms.”
Rob Miller, Managing Member, BeyondReview
BeyondReview.us | info@beyondreview.us | 1.713.547.4565

BeyondReview

Power. Precision. Speed.
The visual classification technology used by
BeyondReview is the only enterprise-scalable
service available for grouping visually similar
documents, thus significantly decreasing the
amount of data to be reviewed by eDiscovery
and review experts.

Advanced Technology.
Advanced Approach.
Advanced Results.

About BeyondReview
Founded in 2011 as DW Legal and based in
Houston, TX, BeyondReview is a data-driven
discovery services company that uses visual
classification technology and expert review
attorneys to deliver end-to-end discovery with
power, precision and speed. Experienced in
managing the most complex managed document
reviews in history, learn more today at
BeyondReview.US.
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